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New Releases in 2017

Starship’s Mage

Science Fiction
Fantasy Saga

A war fought in the shadows
A conspiracy shattered in fire
A moment of weakness...

#1 Amazon Bestseller in
Space Opera Science Fiction

When politics are played for blood.
The destruction of the secret archive of the Royal Order
of Keepers on Mars has left Damien Montgomery, Hand
of the Mage-King, with his enemies defeated, his lover
dead--and his questions unanswered.
When he seeks out the remaining Keepers for answers,
he discovers only violence and death in their strongholds.
Someone else is hunting down the survivors to make
sure they never answer Damien’s questions--or anyone
else’s.
As a wave of murder sweeps Mars and the
consequences of the Keepers’ conspiracy sink home,
Damien is summoned before the Council of the
Protectorate to answer for the deaths of two other
Hands. In the political heart of the Protectorate of Mars,
he finds he may be forced to choose between honoring
the oaths he swore and preserving the survival of the
Protectorate itself!

‘‘

‘‘

“This series has everything! Action, character, heart,
and mystery woven masterfully together in Stewart’s
fascinating universe where science and magic stand on
equal footing. I love it!”

— New York Times bestseller Jason M. Hough,
author of Zero World

“What seems like an implausible mix of SF and fantasy
at first somehow combines into a thoroughly engaging
space opera read that manages to be fun while keeping
the tension level high. I’m ready for the next.”

Check out the
other books in the
starship’s mage
universe

— Cat Rambo, President of SFWA

Judgment of Mars
Book 5 of Starship’s Mage
March 12, 2017
6x9
308 pages

Vigilante
With Terry Mixon

near-future space adventure
by Glynn Stewart & Terry Mixon

A pirate attack with only one survivor
A conspiracy woven across the planets
A vengeance that will not be denied

#1 Amazon Bestseller in
Space Opera Science Fiction

When pirates seize the inter-planetary freighter owned
by Brad Mantruso’s family, he is dumped into space.
Saved from death by a passing Fleet ship, he is left with
nothing but his skills, a gun, and a burning desire for
vengeance.
Acquiring a ship, he reinvents himself as the mercenary
Captain Brad Madrid. Before he can pursue his enemies,
however, he finds himself dragged into an unexpected
conflict when his ship’s history draws new enemies to
him.
Beset by pirates, slavers, and a woman who might be
his savior—but definitely is a spy—it will take all of his
skill, cunning, and new friends to claim his revenge!

‘‘

‘‘

“I love everything Glynn Stewart writes. His
characters are amazing—they are “normal”
people who stick to their convictions, and keep
going in spite of adversity. And the action keeps
moving, with lots of surprises and twists....
Highly recommend!”
— Amazon Review

Heart of Vengeance
Book 1 of Vigilante
August 21, 2017
6x9
290 pages

Castle Federation
A helpless ally calls for aid
A ruthless enemy strikes without mercy

transhumanist military
science fiction Series

#1 Amazon Bestseller in
Space Opera Science Fiction

The fate of empires turns on even the smallest actions
When a minor trade partner sends the Castle Federation a
desperate call for aid, they have few resources to spare from
their all-consuming war against the Terran Commonwealth.
Unwilling to be seen failing their allies but able to spare only
a tiny force, Castle sends a hero to command the task group:
Captain Kyle Roberts, the Stellar Fox.
Beyond the Rimward frontier of the Federation and its allies,
little is as it seems. The pirates are being armed by an outside
force, and the politics of these worlds is made deadlier by
their poverty. When the Coraline Imperium—the Federation’s
oft-difficult ally—sends forces as well, it risks a conflict that
could undermine the Alliance protecting them both.

‘‘

There are deeper games afoot as local schemes play the great
powers against each other. Captain Roberts is caught in the
chaos as fire and blood explode across the region. There is
only one certainty: these Rimward Stars must not fall.

‘‘

“This story has it all, great characters, political intrigue,
and lots of action in a beguiling sci-fi setting. The book
stands on its own merits, yet is an integral part of the
series. Bravo!”
— Amazon Review
“This full-length novel is stuffed with the things we crave
in this genre: great characters, exciting action, and a
worthy plot, paced perfectly. No spoilers here, but the
plot has twists you won’t see coming. If you love these
kinds of stories, it is a 5-star read.”
— Amazon Review

Check out the other
books in the
castle federation
series

Rimward Stars
Book 5 of the Castle Federation
May 18, 2017
6x9
396 pages

superhero urban fantasy series
A war older than the nation
An enemy with agents at every turn
An ancient foe with an offer of peace

#1 Amazon Bestseller in
Superhero Fantasy

The alliance with the Elfin Warriors has allowed the
United States Government’s supernatural forces, the
Omicron Branch, to hold the line against the demons
and take the war to the Vampire Familias, defeating
them in battle and reclaiming their resources.
Victory against the vampires, however, leaves David
White with a moral dilemma as he captures an entire
convoy of freshly turned vampires: beyond saving, but
innocent of their species’ crimes. Duty only allows one
fate for them—but then an ancient vampire arrives to
negotiate for their freedom.
Letting them go drags David into the middle of a political
nightmare as the Omicron branch must decide which is
more important: Omicron’s authority and revenge for
their dead, or the very Constitution and people they are
sworn to defend…

‘‘

‘‘

“This is a good-a-- read, front to back....feverishly violent
and wallows just as shamelessly in the expenditure of
many, many bullets. In other words: Mindless Fun!”
— Amazon Review
“Great characters, good backstory, jaw dropping action
from cover to cover. A must-read!”
— Amazon Review

Check out the
other books in
the
series

blood of the innocent
book 3 of
July 26, 2017
6x9
304 pages

Duchy of Terra

alien invasion
science fiction Series

Secrets both ancient and new.
Powers great and greater—
With Terra caught in the middle

#1 Amazon Bestseller in
Space Opera Science Fiction

Humanity’s first colony is a project neither the Duchy
of Terra nor the A!Tol Imperium can allow to fail. The
planet Hope in the Alpha Centauri system has been
lavished with resources and attention—but when an
unknown alien force attacks the system, all of that is
in danger.
An ancient alien artifact is the apparent target of the
attack, an artifact older than known galactic civilization.
Suddenly, the backwater colony of a second-rate
power is the gathering point for a confrontation of the
galaxy’s greatest powers.
Duchess Annette Bond might be pregnant. She might
be five light years away. She might have another
galactic power on her doorstep demanding she
surrender their rebels who’ve settled on Earth.

‘‘

But she speaks for both Terra and the Imperium—and
the galaxy will listen.

‘‘

“Glynn Stewart is arguably one of the best science fiction
writers of our time!”

— Amazon Review

“The entire series will keep you on the edge of your seat
and it’s a book and a series that you just can’t put down.
To put it simply, I cannot recommend it highly enough.”

— Amazon Review

Check out the other
books in the
duchy of terra
series

Terra and Imperium
Book 3 of Duchy of Terra
August 30, 2017
6x9
404 pages

About

About

Faolan’s Pen Publishing is a startup
publisher dedicated to the works of
Glynn Stewart. We publish unique
high concepts and optimistic views of
the future, featuring lead characters
that grapple with—and are ultimately
driven by—a sense of duty to their
cause and the people around them.
Since launching in 2013, we have sold
over 400,000 books.

Glynn Stewart is the author of
Starship’s Mage, a bestselling science
fiction and fantasy series where fasterthan-light travel is possible—but only
because of magic. Writing managed
to liberate Glynn from a bleak future
as an accountant. With his personality
and hope for a high-tech future intact,
he lives in Kitchener, Ontario with his
wife, their cats, and an unstoppable
writing habit. Learn more about Glynn
at glynnstewart.com.
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